Chitwan Trip Jan 6th to Jan 8th, 2020

We, the 2nd group of Rangeen Home family for Chitwan Trip would like to express our heartfelt
gratitude to our most sponsors for organizing the fund and enabling us to visit Chitwan.
All the children were excited and waiting for this trip since many days before the actual trip.
The night before the actual trip some children did not sleep properly and woke up many times to
check the time for getting ready. It was decided that we depart at 5 a.m because the road
between Mugling and Narayangarh will be closed at 11 a.m due to road construction & as such
we have to cross Mugling before this time. Therefore we planned to wake up at 3:40 a.m. But
due to excitement & curiosity some children woke up at 12 midnight.
On 6th January 2020, the long awaited program came into realization. We had breakfast at 4:30
a.m & walked down to the bus and departed at 5 a.m. The bus is filled with laughter & singing
by the happy children. Near Mugling we made a short stop for recess where we had some corns,
popcorns & biscuits.
After that we resumed our journey enjoying the scenery and landscape which is different from
the mountain & hilly regions because Chitwan is located in the inner Terai Region which is plain
area.
After a long drive of 7 hours, we reached our destination at 12 noon. We checked into our hotel.
The view from our hotel is spectacular. Then we had lunch and while having lunch we spotted
some rare birds at the bank of the river Rapti. After lunch we went to explore Sauraha Village,
Chitwan.
In the late afternoon we went for a jeep safari into the jungle which was really interesting. We
were divided into two groups & went by two jeeps. We saw animals like spotted deer, barking
deer, sambar deer, rhino & crocodiles. Unfortunately we could not capture rhino in our camera
because it disappeared quickly into the jungle. We also saw many kinds of birds. Then we came
back to our hotel and had dinner. After the delicious dinner, we arranged bonfire and enjoyed
dancing.
The next day, i.e. on 7th January 2020, we went to visit the CG Temple which is a very beautiful
Hindu temple built by Chaudhary Group. Here we can see many beautiful statues and paintings.
There are also museums of Hindu as well as Buddhist. We spent quite a long time here. Then we
returned back to Sauraha and had a late lunch. We thought of going for canoeing but the
weather did not turn out favourable and it started drizzling. So we spent the remaining day by
playing badminton & listening to music. After dinner, all the children decided to watch TV.
On 8th January 2020, soon after breakfast, we left Chitwan at 8.a.m. We had lunch on the way
and reached Rangeen Home at 3:40 p.m. where the rest of our family members were waiting
outside for us. So in this way, our Chitwan Trip ended but the sweet memories will remain
forever in the mind of the entire group. All of us gained so much knowledge from this trip.
We would be highly obliged if you could kindly support us in helping the remaining children to
get a chance to enjoy a similar trip.

